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ABSTRACT
Deformation and flow properties of subglacial sediments as well as the presence and
volume of water at the ice/bed interface strongly influence glacier dynamics. Studies of Lemon
Creek Glacier, a small temperate valley glacier in the Juneau Icefield, near Juneau, Alaska, have
shown that the glacier is rapidly retreating, with a negative mass balance every year since 1957.
However, the bed topography and properties of subglacial sediments at the base of Lemon Creek
Glacier remained unknown until now. In this project, we process and interpret ~1-km-long NWSE trending active-source seismic reflection profiles collected during June and July 2017 near
the centerline of Lemon Creek Glacier. We first use reflection seismic data processing to
produce common depth point (CDP) seismic images of the ice-bed interface. Our seismic
profiles, roughly parallel to the ice flow direction, show a smooth but complex ice-bed
topography. We observe two over-deepening features under Lemon Creek Glacier with
maximum depths of ~285 m near the NW end of the line and ~370 m near the SE end of the line.
We then perform an Amplitude vs Angle (AVA) analysis, following the multiple-path method
for the calculation of source amplitude, to characterize subglacial sediments at the base of
Lemon Creek Glacier. The seismic amplitude analysis indicates that dilatant tills are
predominant at the ice-bed interface along with some dewatered tills and bedrock. However, a
highly complex topography, crevassing and ground roll (surface wave) noise undermined our
efforts to constrain material properties at near-normal incidence, producing results only for large
incidence angles. We conclude that AVA in this glacier using the multiple-path method for
source amplitude is challenging, suggesting that other approaches are needed to characterize
materials beneath Lemon Creek Glacier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Rheology of subglacial sediments and presence of meltwater at the ice/bed interface strongly
impacts glacier dynamics (Muto et al.,2019; Christianson et al., 2014; Fitzpatrick et al., 2013).
Changes in glacial behavior are an important consideration for sea level rise projections (Meier,
1993) as well as monitoring glacial changes in response to climate change. For the past several
decades, the Juneau Icefield Research Program (JIRP) has performed glaciological research in
the Juneau Icefield to understand the behavior and evolution of the glaciers in Southeast Alaska,
including Lemon Creek Glacier (LCG). Since 1946, data from this glacier has been collected to
measure annual mass balance and understand the dynamics of this ice sheet through time
(McNeil et al., 2020). Lemon Creek Glacier near Juneau, Alaska is a small valley temperate
glacier with dimensions of 6.44 km long and an altitude of 1053 meters which was selected to be
part of a global monitoring network during the International Geophysical Year, 1957-58 and has
experienced rapid ice mass loss and retreat in the last 66 years (Miller and Pelto, 1999). The
warming maritime climate and presence of water has caused significant melting and retreat of the
ice in response to minimal fluctuations in temperature. A decrease in surface mass balance seems
to be related to climate forcing (McNeil et al., 2020) and local weather patterns. Due to episodes
of temperature fluctuation, the dynamics of LCG have varied in the past several years that could
have been potentially enhanced by the properties of the sediments at the ice/bed interface. From
1957 to 1998, the area of Lemon Creek glacier decreased from 12.67 to 11.8 km^2 (Marcus et
al., 1995). By 2018, the glacier had an area of only 9.7 square km. In addition, LCG has
experienced a total retreat of 1200 m since 1948, and 800 m since 1957, with an average retreat
of 10–13 m per year between 1998 and 2009 (Pelto et al., 2013). The annual balance trend
indicates that despite a higher mean elevation and a higher elevation terminus, from thinning and
1

retreat, mean annual balance has been strongly negative since 1977, indicative of small to no
accumulation zone in the glacier. Temperate alpine glacier survival is dependent on the
consistent presence of an accumulation zone (Pelto, 2010). The actual scenario of the Lemon
Creek Glacier and similar temperate glaciers in the world suggests that their dynamics will
change as they continue to melt at varying rates and disappear.
Retreat or advance of glaciers is mainly controlled by two factors: the strength of subglacial
tills and the volume of meltwater at the ice/bed interface, influencing the rates of basal motion
and deformation of the ice. Understanding glacier dynamics of the Lemon Creek glacier due the
influence of subglacial sediments and meltwater can be difficult because of its valley
environment. Subglacial till characterization to understand glacier dynamics has been conducted
at different glaciological settings by using a powerful method called Amplitude vs Angle (AVA)
analysis on seismic reflection data. Previous successful research under this method has been able
to discriminate between soft and hard beds at the ice/bed interface (Zechmann et al., 2018; Booth
et al., 2012; Christianson et al., 2014; Anandakrishnan, 2003; Dow et al., 2013). However,
difficulties can arise when this method is used. Vulnerability of AVA comes from thin-layer
effects that causes reflections to superimpose and appear as a single reflection event in seismic
data (Booth et al., 2012). Furthermore, analysis can be undermined by the lack of bed reflection
multiples that produce uncertainty in observations of subglacial tills, while the largest impact on
the data quality is high amplitude surface wave noise from crevasse scattering (Zechmann et al.,
2018). In this case, the characteristics of the subglacial tills underneath the Lemon Creek Glacier
are poorly known. However, in this study, we use LCG reflection-seismic data to conduct several
active-source studies. Here we produce seismic reflection images of the ice-bed interface from a
seismic survey in June 2017 as well as a lower resolution survey in July 2017. Common-depth
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point seismic profiles depict a complex and over deepened bed topography due to glacial
erosion, exerted by episodes of glacier retreat in the past several years. In addition, we conduct a
seismic amplitude analysis (AVA) to characterize the subglacial bed properties using our
reflection seismic data from June 2017. Reflection coefficient and acoustic impedance indicates
that LCG sits mainly on dilatant tills and water. However, a lack of a clear first multiple in
several of our shot gathers and highly interfering noise from the surface wave negatively affected
our amplitude analysis by yielding few traces to be analyzed. Lessons from this study suggest
that a different approach from the multiple-path method must be pursued to calculate source
amplitude and hopefully, lead to a less challenging future study. However, new observations of
the geometry of the bed and its properties serve as a contribution to an overall understanding of
the environment of Lemon Creek Glacier and future modeling of its dynamics.
1.1.

JIRP and the Juneau Icefield

Climate change significantly impacts glaciers located in southeast Alaska and northwestern
British Columbia. Melting glaciers in this area have contributed most to global sea-level rise
statewide (Larsen et al., 2007). Furthermore, the southeast Alaskan glaciers are the second
ranked ice bodies to contribute the most to global sea-level rise besides polar ice caps (Arendt et
al., 2002; Dyurgerov and Meier, 1997). Research on glaciers in this area for the past ~70 years
(Miller, 1951) by the Juneau Icefield Research Program (JIRP), founded in 1946 by Maynard M.
Miller, allow us to better understand temperate coastal glacier change under the influence of
climate (Connor, 2009). The Juneau Icefield (Figure 1) is located north of Juneau, Alaska,
running north through the border of British Columbia that extends across an area of ~4000 km^2
(Sprenke et al.,1999), containing around 140 valley glaciers, including Lemon Creek glacier, our
study area. This icefield was developed during the Pleistocene (Great Ice Age) where several
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climatic fluctuations enhanced glacial advance and retreat, allowing massive ice sheets to cover
more than half of Alaska. During the Holocene, temperatures increased, starting the retreat of
most of the ice in Alaska, with ice surviving only at high elevations. The most recent episode of
neo-glaciation shaping the Juneau Icefield started 3000 years ago where glaciers again started
experiencing episodes of advancing or retreating (U.S.D.A, n.d.). Nevertheless, our area of
study, Lemon Creek Glacier, is dated to 1750 AD (Heusser and Marcus, 1964b) and has
experienced dynamic fluctuations since then. Research on mass balance measurements of LCG
taken since 1948 have helped us to understand the history of melting/ growth of LCG.

4

(Pelto et al., 2013)
Figure 1: Base map of the Juneau Icefield located in the southeast flank of
Alaska. Polygons represent different glaciers that are being studied in the area.
Lemon Creek Glacier, small pink polygon on the south and represented as LC,
is our study area for this project. This work is licensed under the Creative
Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this license,
visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. No changes were
made from the original figure by Pelto et al. (2013).

1.2.

Lemon Creek Glacier Environment

As mentioned above, Lemon Creek Glacier is one of the glaciers that comprises the Juneau
Icefield and is the target of our study. Research on LCG has been consistent (largely by JIRP),
but few papers have been published describing its environment and response to climate change.
Results of these past studies have shown that LCG is rapidly melting and retreating. It is crucial
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for new studies to help understand continued changes of this glacier, especially due to a
persistent negative annual mass balance in recent decades.
1.2.1. Physical Geography and Geology
The small temperate Lemon Creek glacier, with dimensions of ~6.4 km long and at an
altitude of ~1050 meters is located in the Juneau Icefield of Southeast, Alaska (Figure 2). It
trends south to Blackerby Ridge and is 1.6 km NE of Salmon Creek Reservoir and 6.5 km NE of
Juneau. The northward flowing glacier (Criscitiello et al., 2010) occupies a 31.9 square km
single basin followed by the Lemon Creek stream that penetrates the Coast Mountains range for
a distance of about 12.8 km. The Lemon Creek stream is primarily filled by meltwater coming
from the Lemon Creek Glacier and the Ptarmigan Glacier, draining around 62 square km of
water along the western side of the Juneau Icefield. The local area around LCG is characterized
by three main geological units within the Coast Plutonic Complex: a foliated tonalite sill and
pegmatite, roof pendants, and a metasedimentary and minor metavolcanics rock unit running
along the west side of the Coast Plutonic complex (Wilson et al., 2015). The first unit is mainly
composed of an intrusive, dark gray, well-foliated, medium-to-coarse-grained biotite bearing
tonalite sill and pegmatite, in addition to some quartz diorite. All these rock types are of Tertiary,
Paleocene, and latest Cretaceous age. This is the main unit that LCG sits on, running almost
parallel to the length of the glacier. The second unit which is located to the northeast of LCG
consists of a dominantly grayish-brown-weathering, well foliated, well layered, fine- to coarsegrained quartz-biotite-feldspar gneiss with some amounts of a garnet-quartz-biotite-plagioclase
schist of Paleozoic age. This unit also runs parallel to the length of the glacier, however, only
some flanks of the glacier sit on this unit. The third and last unit surrounding LCG consists of
several rock groups that are mainly composed of dark-gray carbonaceous shale and carbonaceous
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metalimestone of Triassic to Paleozoic age. This unit runs parallel to the length of the glacier,
however, only few flanks of this ice body located on the southwest area sit on this unit.
Terrane accretion over the past 200 million years and quaternary faults throughout the area
are responsible of the formation of the valley environment that surrounds the Lemon Creek
Glacier. However, during the surveying period, low earthquake activity was reported (U.S.G.S.,
n.d.). Additional seismic acitivity was detected as a result of icequakes probably triggered by
crevassing on Lemon Creek Glacier. Nevertheless, this did not impact significantly our data
collection or quality.
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Figure 2. Topographic maps of Alaska and Lemon Creek Glacier. Top image shows the
location of the Lemon Creek Glacier in southeast Alaska, near the city of Juneau, within
the Juneau Icefield. Red square (zoomed in) illustrates the geometry of the glacier using a
hillshade raster. This image shows that LCG sits in between mountains. Bottom image
shows the elevation on the area. Elevation of the glacier decreases to the NW. Alaska
topographic map by Wikisoft (April 27, 2011), distributed under a GNU Free
Documentation License. Digital Elevation Model (DEM) was retrieved from U.S.G.S.
(2017).
8

1.2.2. Climate Conditions
Lemon Creek Glacier is governed by a warming maritime climate, common for higher
middle latitude coasts where the nearby ocean exerts a strong influence on the temperatures. In
contrast with the nearby Taku Glacier, Lemon Creek Glacier has reacted to climate change by
retreating and thinning. This negative mass balance has not only been enhanced by rising
temperatures but, also by the precipitation rate. Precipitation, enhanced by orographic
processes, occurs throughout the entire year at different rates due to the closeness to the main
source of moisture. The valley environment of Lemon Creek Glacier plays an important role in
the differences in temperature and precipitation, as the nearby mountains act as an orographic
barrier. As a result, the Lemon Creek Glacier has abundant precipitation, little sunshine,
moderate temperatures, and high humidity (Oliver, 2005).
We examined weather data from the 2017 field season collected by ground instruments that
were deployed at Camp 17 to measure air temperature, snow depth, wind speed, precipitation,
and solar radiation (Figure 3). Data was collected in a span of a month: June 19, 2017 to July
19, 2017. The air temperature graph shows a moderate fluctuation during the day, varying
between 9 and 12 degrees Celsius. However, the highest temperatures occurred between 12:00
and 17:00. The same pattern was found for solar radiation, where there was an increase seen at
6 am, going to the highest values between 12:00 and 16:00. At the same time, snow depth
shows an inverse pattern, decreasing its depth between 9:00 and 17:00. Anomalies in the wind
speed and precipitation data graphs indicated possibly instrument and/or recording issues. We
can observe that melting patterns exist most likely when the solar radiation and air
temperatures are high, with a maximum loss of snow of 2 cm during the day. Water that
reaches the ice-bed interface can enhance basal motion by decoupling the ice from the bed but
9

also by increasing the pore-water pressure within the rock/sediment unit, allowing
deformation. This short analysis, far from being accurate, suggests that filtration of meltwater
to the ice/bed interface might exist during the survey period, possibly contributing to basal
flow, retreat and thinning of Lemon Creek Glacier.
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Figure 3: Weather plots from Camp 17 during the period of data collection. Measurements
were taken in a period of a month starting in June 19, 2017 and finishing in July 19, 2017.
Graphs show the relationship between an increase of air temperature and solar radiant, and
a decrease in snow depth. Data retrieved from AELP/UAS Weather Stations: Data Viewer
(n.d.).
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1.2.3. Lemon Creek Glacier Dynamics
Lemon Creek glacier dynamics started being studied in 1948 with yearly aerial photography
of the area to estimate the progression of the snowline at the end of summer, followed by gravity
measurements in 1957 to measure the thickness of the glacier. In addition, mass balance
measurements of Lemon Creek Glacier began being recorded in 1953, being this one of the
longest to be recorded. However, new technology has allowed a higher accuracy on mass balance
and glacier thickness measurements by using geophysical methods such as active and passive
source surveys, accumulation and ablation measurements with new instruments, and replacement
of aerial photography for spaceborne imagery. Past and recent studies of the area have depicted
the Lemon Creek Glacier mass balance history, concluding that the glacier has lost mass since
studies began (Larsen et al., 2015; Pelto et al., 2013). However, in the past several years,
recorded mass balance has remained negative on both the accumulation and the ablation zones.
(APPENDIX A).
Since 1948, the area of Lemon Creek Glacier has decreased 3.1 square kilometers total. In
1948, LCG consisted of an area of 12.8 square kilometers of ice that decreased to 12.67 square
kilometers by 1957 (Heusser and Marcus, 1964a). By 1998, the new area of LCG was 11.8
square kilometers (Marcus et al., 1995) while a new study in 2018 showed that the glacier
experienced a new shrinking episode yielding a total area of 9.7 square kilometers (McNeil et al.,
2020). A constant negative mass balance in the past decades has led to terminus retreating at
LCG. Between 1948 and 1957, LCG experienced a retreat of 400 m. Since 1957, it has retreated
800 m with an average retreat of 10–13 m per year between 1998 and 2009 (Pelto et al., 2013).
However, two periods of excessive retreat and of great concern occurred during 2015 and 2018.
In 2015, the ablation zone of the glacier lost a mass of around 5.5 m w. e (water equivalent),
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while the accumulation zone did not gain any mass but lost .60 m w. e, approximately. In 2018,
southeast Alaska experienced a very warm summer and high precipitation rate, resulting in a
complete loss of all snowpack and the most negative mass balance recorded on the accumulation
zone until now, with a loss of 2.31 m w.e. (Pelto, 2019b). As a result, the area of the glacier has
become smaller and its terminus has retreated hundreds of meters, suggesting a continuous
presence of meltwater that could be reaching the ice-bed interface.
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2. ICE-SEDIMENT DYNAMICS
2.1.

Subglacial tills and Meltwater in Glacier Dynamics

Glacier flow depends on the input and output of ice mass during seasonal changes, and the
processes occurring within the ice mass and at its base (Figure 4). In addition, the size of the
glacier influences the response to climate variation, where large ice sheets respond slowly, while
small and individual glaciers tend to respond much more quickly, as in the case of Lemon Creek
Glacier. Input of mass occurs at high elevations where the accumulation zone is located, and
temperatures are lower. These characteristics allow accumulation of ice by precipitation, hail,
snow, avalanches, and wind-blown snow. An excess input in the accumulation zone, increases
the thickness of the glacier in that area, where forces overcome the shear stress at the ice-bed
interface, enhancing advance of the ice mass. In contrast, the output occurs in the ablation zone
by melting, sublimation, wind-blown snow, and avalanching, located at lower elevations with
higher temperatures. Ablation plays an important role in the loss of mass in this area. An excess
of mass output decreases the thickness of the glacier, allowing retreat, in the case of the Lemon
Creek Glacier. Glaciers and ice sheets transfer ice from accumulation to ablation zones by
internal deformation and by basal motion, comprising sliding of ice over bedrock, regelation
and deformation of basal till (Bartholomaus et al., 2007). In polar glaciers, total glacial surface
movement (total advance or retreat) is controlled mainly by internal deformation due to the lack
of basal melting and high pore-water pressures (Waller, 2001), and due to usually assumed
displayed “dry” bed conditions and zero basal velocity (Waller, 2001). In contrast, temperate
glaciers coexist with liquid water (Fountain and Walder, 1998), allowing processes of
deformation, flow, sliding, lodgment and ploughing to coexist at the base of temperate glacier ice
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and act to mobilize and transport sediment and deposit it as various end members (Evans et al.,
2006).
The key driver for subglacial till sedimentation is pore-water pressure (Alley et al., 1986).
Surface meltwater coming from the ablation zone can penetrate to the beds of temperate glaciers,
either by cavities, moulins, crevasses, or fractures. At the interface, water gets stored in a thin
layer between the ice and the bed, or in cavities that are linked by dynamic conduits where the
water passes through (Fountain and Walder, 1998).Water volume surpassing the storage capacity
of these spaces at the interface is attributed to increased pressurization of the subglacial drainage
system, leading to increased separation from the bed, loss of basal traction, and enhanced basal
motion (Howat et al., 2008). As a result, the strength of the till and the shear stress at the ice-bed
interface show a linear relationship. Very low pore-water pressure results in subglacial tills
becoming strong and rigid, thus, no deformation occurs in the sediment layer, and friction
increases. As pore-water pressure increases, tills becomes weaker, soft and deformable acting as
a shear zone (Hart and Boulton, 1991), reducing the shear stress. High pore pressure allows icebed decoupling or shallow deformation of the till layer, such as the case of high-water volume
content at the interface. Since tills slightly weaken with increasing strain rate (Iverson et al.,
1998), they can change their character between dilatant and dewatered states over seasonal or
yearly timescales due to subglacial water pressure changes (Hart et al., 2011)
Subglacial tills tend to be divided in two categories: dewatered tills and dilatant tills (Figure
5). Dewatered tills are characterized by low water content, pore-water pressure, and porosity
(<30%) (Iverson et al., 1998), and a horizontal platy structure (Boulton et al., 1974), resulting in
a stiff and non-deformable bed. The superposition of a glacier on this type of till yields to very
slow basal sliding and no soft-sediment deformation. Internal deformation would be the major
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driving mechanism of glacier flow, characterized by slow velocities. In contrast, dilatant tills are
often identified by a high-water content, pore-water pressure, and porosity (>40%) (Iverson et
al., 1998), and a lower bulk density, acting as soft and deformable strata. In this setting, softsediment deformation is added to the driving mechanisms of glacier dynamics where most of the
deformation occurs at the top of the till layer. This reduces or eliminates shearing at the interface
and enhances a faster basal motion. Simultaneously, internal deformation acts according to the
size of the glacier. Consequently, faster glacier flow velocities can be seen if dilatant tills exist in
the area. Furthermore, correct formulation of a slip relation is essential for predicting the overall
motion of a glacier and its reaction to changes of mass balance or terminus position (Cuffey and
Paterson, 2010).

Figure 4: Diagram showing general theory of glacier dynamics. a) Diagram of a glacier
showing all the mechanisms needed for ice flow. Ice flow depends on basal sliding at the
ice-bed interface (cyan arrow), internal deformation (purple arrow) and sediment
deformation if there is dilatant till at the interface (orange arrows in Figure 5). Red dashed
line shows the upper limit of the plastic zone, area where internal deformation occurs. b)
Map view of glacier surface. Internal deformation occurs at faster rates in the centerline of
the glacier (dark blue band), while lower rates occur at the edges where friction increases
due to the glacier sliding past the valley walls (yellow bands). Glaciological terms from
Cogley et al. (2011).
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Figure 5: Schematic diagrams showing effects of bed properties on glacier movement.
Shows the relationship of bedrock (light brown), till (dark brown) and ice (white area
below blue line indicating the ice surface) with total glacier movement (green arrow). Red
dashed line shows the upper limit of the plastic flow zone. Top left diagram shows motion
without basal sliding, only internal deformation (purple arrows), case of polar glaciers. Top
centered diagram shows glacial motion when dewatered tills (non-deformable sediments)
are present. Basal sliding (cyan arrow) is small while internal deformation controls most
of the total movement of the ice. Top right diagram depicts the motion of a glacier when
dilatant tills (deformable sediments) are present. Basal sliding is larger while internal
deformation remains constant. In this case, soft deformation (orange arrows) is added to
the glacier dynamics mechanisms. Red square is a zoomed in diagram showing soft
deformation when dilatant tills are present. Glaciological terms from Ingólfsson et al.
(2016), Hambrey and Glasser (1978), and Waller (2001).
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2.2.

Previous Geophysical Studies in Subglacial tills

Several studies in the last years have focused in the characterization of subglacial tills
underneath glaciers due to their ability to enhance basal motion, helping in the modelling of
glacial dynamics as climate change becomes more evident. Different methods for
characterization have been used, ranging from Common Midpoint (CMP) velocity analysis,
Amplitude vs Offset (AVO), to Amplitude vs Angle (AVA) analysis which has been used by
most authors (Figure 6). AVA/AVO has been proven to be a powerful technique to characterize
subglacial sediments at the ice-bed interface as it takes advantage of the reflections off from this
boundary, giving us an insight to the physical properties of the subglacial material.
A study by Zechmann et al. (2018), to test the success of AVA, found that the Taku glacier,
another glacier in the southeast flank of Alaska, overlies unconsolidated tills with a porosity of
33%. However, a lack of bed reflection multiples produced uncertainty in the results, and the
data quality was impacted by high surface wave noise from crevasse scattering. Muto et al.
(2019) conducted an Amplitude vs offset (AVO) analysis on Thwaites Glacier finding spatially
variable bed characters along the sedimentary basin underneath the ice. The upper stream of the
basin consisted of a soft and deforming bed where, at several locations, water was pooled at the
bed. Tills facing up glacier were more consolidated (lower porosity), while tills facing down
glacier and at flat regions exhibited a similar character to the tills of the upstream basin (similar
porosities). Anandakrishnan (2003) applied AVO to the far upstream regions of Ice Stream C,
West Antarctica where he found a dilatant, presumably deforming thick till layer beneath the ice
stream suggesting its relationship to a rapid basal motion of this glacier. Lastly, a study by Booth
et al. (2012) found that a lodged till was underlying a water-saturated dilatant till layer, at the
base of the Russell Glacier in West Greenland. However, problems with this technique arose due
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to a thin glacier. Vulnerability of AVA comes from thin-layer effects that causes reflections to
superpose and appear as a single reflection event in seismic data.

(Zechmann et al., 2018)
Figure 6. Conceptualization of Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA) survey quality based on ice
thickness and degree of crevassing. Blue dots indicate surveys done in past research. The
red dots indicate modeled surveys using synthetic data, using parameters according to the
glacier of study. Degree of crevassing is from remarks made by the author or determined
from photographs or satellite imagery of the studied glacier. This work is licensed under
the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License. To view a copy of this
license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or send a letter to Creative
Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. No changes were made from
the original figure by Zechmann et al. (2018).

Additional research has demonstrated the relationship between sediment character and basal
motion. As mentioned before, dilatant tills have the ability to increase basal motion due to their
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high pore-pressures that allows sediment deformation and decoupling of the ice from the bed.
Dewatered tills tend to behave as a rigid body increasing friction at the interface and slowing the
basal motion. A study by Iverson (2010), found that stick-slip motion at Whillans Ice Stream,
Antarctica indicated that basal till must have weaken during rapid slip and strengthen during
longer periods of slower slip. He also noticed till-strength variation due to recurrent episodes of
rapid-slip that occurred in the top centimeters of the bed. Another study by Iverson et al. (1998),
examined the factors that control the steady strength of till at high shear strains by using a ringshear device. By using two samples, a till with low clay content (4%) and a till with high clay
content (30%), the author found a tendency for tills to weaken slightly with increasing strain rate.
The weakening might have been due to small increases in till porosity, suggesting an increase in
pore-water pressure. This might indicate that tills can change their character between dilatant and
dewatered states over seasonal or yearly timescales due to subglacial water pressure changes
(Hart et al., 2011).
As mentioned in Section 1.2.3, Lemon Creek Glacier has experienced strong episodes of
melting and retreating in the past decades suggesting the existence of water in its environment
that might affect basal motion. Additionally, the geology surrounding Lemon Creek Glacier
suggests that bedrock with a low porosity (Section 1.2.1.) could be present at the ice-bed
interface. Nevertheless, the study conducted by Zechmann et al., (2018) on the Taku Glacier
showed dilatant tills. Taku Glacier is located near Lemon Creek Glacier probably sharing a
similar geology, if not same, due to their location on the Coast Mountain range. Hence, although
Taku Glacier is a tide-water glacier and behaves differently than the Lemon Creek Glacier, we
hypothesize to observe similar results on the rheology of the subglacial sediments at the ice-bed
interface. Enhanced ice flow is also suggested in several studies above due to the presence of a
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“soft” bed at the ice-bed interface. However, a complication in our hypothesis arises due to the
valley environment of Lemon Creek Glacier. The bed under a valley flowing glacier tends to
experience glacial erosion where “foreign” material moves along the direction of glacier flow. In
some cases, glacial erosion and this material contributes to the formation of subglacial basins at
the ice-bed interface (Cook and Swift, 2012). Muto et al., (2019) observes variability on the
properties of the subglacial material in subglacial basins found under the Thwaites Glacier. This
variability could potentially affect the rate of the glacier flow, suggesting a highly complex
relationship between subglacial basins or complex topography, material properties, and ice flow.
Past studies, discussed above, demonstrate that conducting an Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA)
analysis can be challenging but successful in the characterization of subglacial materials.
However, complications can arise on the data collected and its quality due to contrasting
characteristics between glaciers such as thickness, complicated bed geometry, and character
(polythermal, temperate, or polar) of the glacier. These problems lead to modifications in the
approach to calculate the reflection coefficient and acoustic impedance. Therefore, our Lemon
Creek Glacier study follows the approach by Zechmann et al. (2018) because Taku Glacier bears
a closer resemblance to LCG than the other glaciers discussed in studies above.
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3. DATA ACQUISITION
3.1.

Lemon Creek Glacier Seismic Data Collection and Field Instruments

In the summer of 2017, the University of Texas at El Paso (UTEP) collected active- and
passive-source seismic data at Lemon Creek glacier. This thesis involves the processing and
analysis of the active-source seismic reflection data. The multichannel reflection-seismic data
was collected near the center line of the temperate Lemon Creek glacier during a two-phase NWSE trending active-source seismic survey: June and July (Figure 7).
The first phase of the project, during June 2017, consisted of a ~1 km dense seismic line with
51 Magseis Fairfield Z-Land Generation 2 5-Hz nodal seismometers deployed (Figure 8), with a
20-m spacing, recording at 1000 samples per second (1000 Hz). Aluminum snow plates were
fitted to the nodes to improve coupling. Fifty-two active-source seismic shot points were fired in
the firn at ~1-meter depth, using a Betsy seis gun with an 8-gauge, 400-grain cartridge, with a
20-m spacing along the line. The average energy released by this source is 73.5 kJ (Betsy
Seisgun Inc., n.d.), good for shallow seismic surveys but not for deeper surveys as you lose
energy and resolution for imaging. The Betsy gun source was weighted down with two 5-gallon
water jugs, as shown in Figure 8. The shot points were located at midpoints between the
receivers and off both ends of the receiver line.
The second phase, during July 2017, consisted of relocating the nodes across the upper half
of the glacier and on a ~1.1 km sparse seismic line, with the same location as the seismic line
from phase one. For this survey, we only processed data along the sparse seismic line which
consisted of 12 nodes deployed with a 100-m spacing. Twelve shots were discharged in the firn
at a depth of 1-meter and near the receivers. For both surveys, two to seven shots were detonated
at each source location for further stacking and improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio.
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a)

b)
(Veitch, 2018)
Figure 7: Lemon Creek Glacier seismic deployment survey geometries. a) Geometry of the
June 2017 survey. For this phase, we solely were interested on the dense seismic line near
the centerline of the glacier illustrated by the overlapped orange dots showing the location
of the 51 stations. The 52 shots are not illustrated due to a high number of data points that
would mask the location of the stations but, were fired in between stations. Scattered
orange dots show additional UTEP nodes that collected data for additional analyses not
discussed in this thesis. California Institute of Technology (Caltech) was collecting data
during the same period hence, their nodes are shown as scattered dark blue diamonds.
Broadband stations were also deployed shown as cyan squares. However, data from
Caltech or broadband stations was not used in this project. b) Geometry of the July 2017
survey. This phase consisted of 12 stations deployed along the same location of the June
seismic line. 12 shots (cyan triangles) were fired during this phase. Location of stations are
not shown due to an almost identical location than the source. Scattered cyan tringles show
sources fired to collect additional data across the upper half of the glacier. However, this
data was not used in this project.
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Figure 8: Seismic receivers and sources used in our active-source seismic survey. a) A
Magseis Fairfield 5-Hz seismic node. b) Set up of the Betsy Gun, the source, waiting to be
fired. Blue water jugs help to keep it stable and in a vertical position, while trying to
improve coupling to the ice. (Pictures taken on the field by Dr. Marianne Karplus)

3.2.

Shot-Gather Data Quality

The data quality for the June 2017 active-source survey is overall good. We can observe
seismic phases arrivals for most shots along the line (Figure 9a). Filtering of the raw traces to
improve signal-to-noise ratio was performed by applying a zero-phase Butterworth bandpass
filter with a lower cutoff frequency of 10 Hz and a higher cutoff frequency of 150 Hz. This
frequency band was selected because glaciers frequently experience natural sources of noise that
can contaminate the seismic data. A study in alpine glaciers by Preiswerk and Walter (2018)
found glacier noise in the range from 2 to 8 Hz to be a combination of tremor induced by flowing
water, icequakes, and anthropogenic sources motivating us to apply a filter above 8 Hz.
However, our data contains low frequency reflectors forcing us to keep a low frequency cutoff.
Above 150 Hz, we noticed a ringing signal in the data that we interpreted as noise.
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After denoising, stacked shots illustrated clear arrivals of seismic phases (Figure 9b).
However, due to the size of the source, intensity of the signals varies, showing a decrease of
energy as source-receiver offset increases. This suggests that energy can only penetrate shallow
depths and would produce better resolution seismic signals at near-source offsets, allowing its
use for good quality shallow seismic surveys. The direct wave is observed as the first arrival in
the shot profiles. Its signal is strong as it travels the first ~330 meters, transitioning to a low
intensity signal across the rest of the line. Travel time of this phase across the 1010-m line is of
~280 ms, resulting in a velocity of ~3607 m/s. The reflected wave appears at ~97 ms and
terminates at ~300 ms. Its intensity decays at different rates as shot location varies. The third
arrival observed is the Rayleigh wave which is a strong signal in every shot gather. This phase
travels across the entire line in ~720 ms, suggesting a Rayleigh wave velocity of ~1402 m/s.
Challenges related to this phase come from obscuring the reflections, undermining the ability to
extract amplitude information from reflections at those locations. The last arrival detected is the
air wave observed in every shot gather. Intensity of this phase remains constant in most of the
shot profiles; however, decay is present in some source locations such as shot 027. This phase
travels a shorter distance in a greater amount of time. In 1500 ms, it travels around 480 m,
resulting in a velocity of ~320 m/s.
By applying a Fourier transform to every filtered shot gather, frequency ranges specified
above, we obtained the amplitude spectra (Figure 10). The frequency content is recorded at every
station. Stations near the source location illustrate a wide range of frequencies (5 to 400 Hz) with
high amplitudes, due to its proximity to the energy source. Traces recorded at further stations
experience a loss of amplitude as frequencies decreases and offset increases. Of interest, high
amplitudes are found for frequencies between 10 Hz and 200 Hz.
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a)

b)
Figure 9: Example shot gathers for the June 2017 survey. a) Seismic shot gathers at four
locations along the survey line. Shot 007 is located at the NW end of the line, while
remaining shots move towards the SE end of the line. Two to seven shots were stacked for
each source location to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Good data quality is observed with
clear seismic phase arrivals. b) Seismic shot gathers at two locations, with seismic phases
shown by colored lines: first arriving direct wave (orange), bed reflection (red), surface
wave (yellow), air wave (green).
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Figure 10: Amplitude spectra plotted as distance vs. frequency for four shots from the June
survey. The color bar shows the power spectral density.

3.2.1. Quality of Bed Reflection and First Multiple
Overall, the primary reflection from the ice-bed interface is recorded with good quality
on most of our shot gathers. The bed reflection has a clear Ricker wavelet shape with lower
amplitudes for the side lobes and a higher amplitude for the main lobe. The primary ice-bed
reflections have a “normal” polarity compared to the direct arrival wavelet behavior. The
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“normal” polarity reflection suggests that the material below the bed has a higher acoustic
impedance than the ice (i.e., the reflection coefficient (R) is greater than zero. A polarity reversal
is observed only on few traces along our seismic line. However, primary reflections are not
always visible at near-source offsets because the ground roll distorts their signal. Reflections
recorded on stations with farther offsets tend to be more reliable due to the ground roll (Figure
11; purple arrow).
The first multiple of our ice-bed interface reflection is visible when the amplitude gain is
increased. This phase is more visible in some shot gathers than others, and we were able to
reliably pick the first multiple for some of the shot gathers. Most of these multiples present a
similar Ricker wavelet shape with a lower frequency than the primary reflection. In addition,
some of these arrivals show a polarity reversal compared to the primary reflections. The first
multiple is also affected by interference from the ground roll. However, it can be interpreted
more consistently at near-source offsets compared to the primary reflection.
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Figure 11: Quality of the bed reflection and first multiple. Shot gather for shot 014
illustrating the quality of the bed reflection (purple arrow) and its first multiple (red arrow,
yellow line). To pick the amplitude of the multiple, we increased the amplitude gain to
enhance the signal.
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Figure 12: Wavelets of seismic phases in Lemon Creek Glacier data. Zoomed in plots
showing part of the shot gathers shown in Fig. 11 to illustrate the shape of the primary
reflection wavelet (top) and shape of the first multiple wavelet (bottom). The arrivals of
these phases are distorted by the surface wave at near offsets, making those arrivals
difficult to pick. For most shots, the majority of our picks are from longer offsets, beyond
the surface wave distortion.
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4. METHODS
4.1.

Reflection-Seismic Profiling

Past studies trying to understand the ice-bed topography underneath Lemon Creek Glacier
have yielded variable results (Section 6.1). Gravity and electrical resistivity studies suggest a Ushaped glacier (Thiel et al., 1957; Miller, 1972; Miller, 1975) and, in some of them, the existence
of an overdeepening upglacier, to the SE (Thiel et al. ,1957; Miller, 1972). The differences
between these models motivated our desire to produce new ice-bed topography profiles from
seismic reflection imaging.
We processed the June and July reflection-seismic data using Landmark’s SeisSpace
ProMAX software to construct common-depth point (CDP) stacked profiles and image the
geometry of the ice-bed interface. We first created CDP stacks of the denser June 2017 dataset.
Due to a high contrast interface, minimal processing was applied (Figure 13). First, we used
stacked shot gathers for each receiver number, 51 stacked shot gathers, that we examined for
data quality, including noisy traces and timing errors. Next, we input the survey geometry into
the SeisSpace database and extracted the trace headers. We then applied a zero phase
Butterworth bandpass filter with corner frequencies of 5-18-72-150 Hz to every stacked shot
gather. The filter was selected based on the frequency content of our data (Figure 10). Filtering
for this section slightly differs from the filter applied in Section 3.3 as this analysis is the one we
conducted first. Improvement of the frequency ranges used for data processing occurred as the
project advanced. In addition, ProMAX requires to specify corner frequencies and Matlab,
software used for further analyses, only requires the low cut-off and high cut-off frequencies.
Automatic gain control (AGC) with a mean scalar and an operator length of 500 ms was applied
to central samples, helping to enhance our bed reflector signal. Next, we applied a normal
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moveout correction (NMO) to our stacked shot an assumed velocity of the ice of 3600 m/s to
compensate for the delay in the arrival times of the reflections. The final step before post-stack
processing was to assemble a Common Depth Point brute stack (CDP). For the post-stack data
processing, we applied a Stolt F-K migration to the brute CDP stack to correct for mislocated
reflections due to diffractors and dipping reflectors. We again used a velocity of ice of ~3600
m/s, and the resulting migrated CDP stacked image had improved resolution (Figure 16).
We used the same workflow to process the July 2017 dataset. However, the input of a sparser
shot-receiver geometry resulted in a poorly resolved CDP stacked profile (Figure 17). The lack
of data in this second CDP stacked profile complicates the interpretation of the reflections from
the ice-bed interface. This sparse image highlights the need for sufficient numbers of sources and
receivers to derive a quality reflection seismic image.
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ProMAX Workflow
Extract Database Files

Geometry Assignment and
Extract Headers
Filtering
Butterworth (zero phase)
Corner frequencies 5-18-72-150
Automatic Gain Control
Mean scalar
Operator length= 500 ms

NMO
Velocity of ~3600 m/s

CDP Brute Stack

Migration
Stolt F-K migration
Velocity of ~3600 m/s

Figure 13: Seismic reflection data processing workflow. Data processing was conducted
using Landmark’s SeisSpace ProMAX software. Diagram shows the steps followed in the
assembly of the common depth point (CDP) stacked profiles for both datasets in our
project: June and July.
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4.2.

Seismic-Wave Raytracing Model

Our seismic reflection image shows a complex bed topography (Figure 15). In order to use
the Amplitude vs. Angle (AVA) technique described in Section 4.3, we used raytracing to model
the ray paths of the bed reflections and first multiples. Our ice-bed interface has variable dips, so
we created a two-layer raytracing function in MATLAB with a dipping layer to calculate several
parameters for the primary reflection and the first multiple (Figure 14). Our raytracing model
calculates arrival times, angles of incidence (θ, θ) ), the offset along the seismic line where the
reflection point gets projected on the surface (𝑥) ), the angle to calculate obliquity factor (β, β) ),
and the ray path length (c, c) ). For this function to run, four inputs are needed: the offset between
shot and receiver in meters (x), the thickness perpendicular to the bed below each shot (h), the
dipping angle of the bed (δ), and the compressional wave velocity of the ice (v).
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Figure 14: Subsurface models used for ray tracing for a dipping bed. The top figure
illustrates the ray path of the primary reflection (red line) while the bottom figure
shows the ray path of the first multiple. Both are needed for our amplitude analysis
in later sections. For both models, given δ,h, x, and v, the raytracer calculates the
ray path length (c) , c. ), angle of incidence (θ) ,θ. ), the angle for obliquity factor
(β) ,β. ), the offset point of the reflection point projected on the surface (x) , x. , x. ;
green circle), and the arrival time based on c and v.

4.3.

Amplitude vs Angle Analysis of June 2017 dataset

Seismic studies in glaciers have exploited seismic reflection methods to image the bed, gain
insight into the internal structure of the ice, and quantify subglacial sediment properties.
Understanding these parameters of the ice-bed interface is key to accurately modelling glacier
dynamics. A powerful technique to determine sediment properties and conditions at the ice-bed
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interface is the Amplitude versus Angle (AVA) analysis, which accounts for variations in the
amplitude of the reflection with its incidence angle. This method is represented by the Zoeppritz
equations that describe the partitioning of seismic wave energy of a reflection bouncing off an
interface that usually separates two contrasting layers. The fraction of energy reflected, termed
the “reflection coefficient”, R, is influenced by the contrast of the velocities of P- and S- waves,
density, seismic quality factor, Q, and the incidence angle at which the wavelet arrives (Booth et
al., 2012). Simultaneously, the fractionation of energy affects the amplitude of the wave, varying
according to the bed properties and distances travelled. Hence, it has the potential to measure at
least two mechanical properties of a subglacial material, specifically its acoustic impedance and
Poisson’s ratio (Aki and Richards, 2002), and the reflection coefficient. As a result, the reflection
coefficient at certain incidence angle allows the characterization of the properties of the
subglacial material. However, challenges are present due to an unknown source amplitude,
poorly constrained attenuation constant, Rayleigh waves obscuring the reflections, or thin beds
where the reflection of the multiple is depicted as the primary reflection.
As mentioned before, amplitude of seismic reflections is controlled by the contrast of
material properties. In theory, during a seismic survey, the amplitude of the waves reflecting off
the interface is recorded by the receivers and given by:
A(θ5 ) = A7 γ5 (θ5 )R(θ5 )e;<=(>? )
This equation shows that for a given incidence angle (θ5 ), the amplitude will be defined by the
source amplitude ( A7 ), reflection coefficient at the interface (R), ray path length (c), path
amplitude factor (γ5 ) that includes spreading losses and effect of the interface,
and attenuation (α) along the ray path length.
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If normal incidence exists, the reflection coefficient acts as a function of the acoustic impedances
of the layers:
R(θ) =

Z. − Z)
,
Z. + Z)

where the subscripts indicate the layer above (Z) ) and below (Z. ) the interface.
At the ice-bed interface, it has been found that hard beds ranging from consolidated
sediments to consolidated rocks have a higher acoustic impedance than ice where R(θ)>0. Water
and water-rich sediments including high-porosity, dilatant, and unconsolidated tills,
characterized as soft beds, typically have a lower impedance than ice (Luthra et al., 2017) and a
R(θ)<0.
4.3.1. Multiple-Path Method for Source Amplitude
The seismic amplitude analysis is solely applied to our June 2017 seismic-reflection data
to calculate the reflection coefficient, R(θ), and the acoustic impedance, ZD . We limit data
processing to frequency filtering specified in Section 3.3, a zero-phase Butterworth filter with a
frequency band of 10-150 Hz, to preserve the true amplitudes of the primary reflection and first
multiple wavelets in our shot gathers. To characterize the bed, we perform an amplitude analysis
over a wide range of incidence angles instead of the commonly used normal-incidence method
where the calculations of reflection coefficient are restricted by traces with an incidence angle
greater than 10 degrees (Peters et al., 2008). Our method allows a wide incidence angle range
and shot-receiver offset. To calculate reflection coefficient, we use a method by Holland and
Anandakrishnan (2009) which assumes:

R(θ) =

EF )
EG HF
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e<=F

(1)

where A) is the amplitude of the primary reflection of the ice-bed interface, A7 is the source
amplitude, γ) is the path amplitude factor of the primary reflection, α is the attenuation constant
in the glacier, and c) is the ray path length of the primary reflection from source to receiver.
However, the source amplitude must be calculated prior to calculating the reflection coefficient.
Most of our shot data have a strong primary reflection from the bed, and a number of shot
gathers also have a first multiple of the reflection (Figure 11). However, the signal strength of
some of these multiples is not enough to visualize it only by observing the data. An amplitude
scaling is applied to enhance these weak multiples and it is discussed in Section 4.3.2.1. Due to
the existence of both phases in several traces, we use the multiple-path method proposed by
Holland and Anandakrishnan (2009) to calculate the source amplitude for each trace. This
method compares the amplitudes of the primary reflection and the first multiple wavelets on the
same seismic trace to calculate A7 :

A7 =

EIF )
EI .HF

(2)

where variables are defined above. Results of A7 values are then applied to calculate R(θ) in
Equation 1.
Finally, we calculate acoustic impedance of the bed for each trace with a method proposed by
Smith (2007):
ZD = Z5=J

(1 + R(θ))
(1 − R(θ))

where ZD is the acoustic impedance of the ice-bed interface and Z5=J is the basal ice acoustic
impedance, using 3.32 ± 0.03 kg m^-2 s^-1 derived from a similar glacier called Lovenbreen in
Svalbard (King et al., 2008) as our ice acoustic impedance which assumes a similar
compressional wave velocity and ice density.
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4.3.2. Parameters for Seismic Amplitude Analysis
As mentioned before, some of our first multiples are not clear on our shot gathers due to a
weak wavelet signal. However, we pick first multiples on shot gathers based on the expected
arrival time for each trace which is around or slightly less than double the travel time of the
primary reflection on that same trace due to the trace reflecting off a dipping layer. Thus, some
of our picks are not as reliable as the picks from clear multiples. As a result, we run two
Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA) analyses where the first case uses the higher quality picks of the bed
reflection and first multiples while the second analysis uses the lower quality picks of these two
seismic phases.
4.3.2.1.

Amplitude Picking

For Amplitude Vs Angle we require the amplitudes of the primary reflection, 𝐴) , and the
amplitudes of the first multiple, 𝐴. . Here, we first analyzed each one of our fifty-two shot
gathers to decide if we were able to pick the amplitudes of both phases. Few shot gathers
presented bad and noisy data while others seem to have a geophone recording problem and, were
left out. We started picking the primary reflections however, some were not as clear as other.
This forced us to start by applying an amplitude scaling of 20 to our data to enhance the signal.
After enhancing, the primary reflections showed a clear Ricker wavelet shape (Figure 12) with a
negative first break as their first lobe. For all the shot gathers, our primary reflection amplitudes
were picked from this first break. Some problems arose from the ground roll interfering or
distorting the signal of the wavelet near-offset. In addition, in some regions, the reflection was
overlapped by the direct arrival or a secondary arrival interpreted as the reflection of either
another layer of sediments almost underneath our bed interface or the signal of a sidewall
reflector. In all these cases, primary reflections were not picked. The primary reflections were
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clearer at far offsets and yielded to reliable picks. For the first multiples, using the same scaling
of 20, we picked the amplitudes of signals that were clear. Here we also used the first break to
pick the amplitude of the wavelet. For the shot gathers where the multiple was not as clear, we
applied an amplitude scaling of 40. This allowed us to increase our number of picks that were on
the same trace than our primary reflections. After the picking of the first multiples using a gain
scale of 40, we normalized these picks back to 20 so they matched the scaling factor of the
primary reflection and the other first multiple signals. After the division of the amplitude of both
phases, required in Equation 2, the factor of 20 is removed. Wavelets of the first reflections were
clearer and reliable at near offsets while the ground roll and noise at far offsets highly distorted
its signal. After picking both phases, we divided our data in two vectors for each one of the cases
explained in Section 4.3.2. Additionally, while picking the amplitudes, we simultaneously saved
the arrival times of the amplitude picks for both phases.
4.3.2.2.

Ray-Path Length

The ray-path length of the primary reflection, c) , and the first multiple, c. , were derived
using the arrival times from the amplitude picks for both phases. We first calculated the weighted
average P-wave velocity of the ice from a 1-D velocity model produced by Dr. Stephen Veitch,
co-author of this project. The average P-wave was 3685.5 m/s. We then multiplied the arrival
time of each pick by the velocity of the ice, resulting in the total travelled distance of our primary
reflection and the multiple.
4.3.2.3.

Raytracing for Incidence Angles

Calculating the reflection coefficient additionally requires the incidence angles of our primary
reflections, θ) . Here we used our raytracing function in Section 4.2. to calculate the incidence
angles for all shot-receiver positions along our seismic line. We then isolated the incidence
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angles only for the traces that contain both visible phases during our amplitude picking process.
To do this we divided our seismic profile in five sections where we can observe a constant
dipping angle bed (Figure 15). For each section we specify a set of parameters to use as input in
our raytracing function. These parameters for each section are specified in Table 1. The bed dip
angles for each section were determined by measuring the dips on our seismic reflection images
of the bed. For the ice thickness, we use an estimated h below the far left most point of the
section being considered. For example, in Section 1, shot 1 is located at a 0 offset. We take the
thickness below this point perpendicular to the dipping bed (not vertically below the shot point).
We then calculate the change in thickness below every shot along the line and add it to the
original thickness specified in Table 1 Column 3. We produce a vector of thicknesses with the
same length as the number of sources and use it as the thickness input in the raytracing function.
For the offset input, we use a matrix where the offsets between all the sources and all the
receivers are stored. After running the raytracing, we conduct a search of all the traces that
reflect off the section offset specified in Table 1 Column 1. We follow this process for each one
of the five sections. Lastly, we extract the incidence angle of the primary reflection based on the
source and station number of the traces that contain both phases arrivals.
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Figure 15: Lemon Creek Glacier seismic reflection image (grayscale color) with the
interpreted bed reflection (yellow), divided into a model with five intervals (labeled 1 to
5) corresponding to 5 different bed dip angles. Offset intervals are defined in Table 1.
Vertical exaggeration is 1.

Table 1: Values required for raytracing model. This table shows the values used in our
MATLAB function, to run our raytracing model for each section of our CDP profile.
Section by offset
along line
0-170 m
170-310 m
310-440 m
440-730 m
730-1010 m

Ice velocity
(v)
3685.5 m/s
3685.5 m/s
3685.5 m/s
3685.5 m/s
3685.5 m/s

Ice thickness (h)
220 m
240 m
280 m
270 m
370 m
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Bed dipping angle
(δ)
2
6
-3
10
-5

4.3.2.4.

Geometrical Spreading Correction

At the moment of a source releasing energy, it generates a spherical wave field which gets
propagated across the medium and where the amplitude of the wave decays as it travels to further
offsets. Amplitude decay can occur due to its angle-dependency and by spherical divergence. In
addition, attenuation also affects the amplitude of the wave and it is discussed in Section 4.3.2.5.
To calculate the path amplitude factor, γ) , we first account for the obliquity factor:
C= cos (β) )
where β) is the angle correction from vertical between the ray path of the primary reflection and
receiver shown in Figure 14. We then consider the spherical divergence where energy decays as:
D=

)
=F

for a homogeneous medium and where c) is again the ray path length of the primary reflection.
Therefore, the total geometrical spreading correction:
γ) =

C cos (β) )
=
D
c)

that is multiplied by the amplitude ratio between the primary reflection and the first multiple to
calculate source amplitude in Equation 2.
4.3.2.5.

Attenuation Constant

Attenuation of seismic waves is an intrinsic property of the material which causes the loss
of energy by several mechanisms: geometrical spreading, absorption, and scattering. The decay
of amplitude resulting from seismic attenuation, α, is yielded from the calculation of the quality
factor, Q. Q is defined by the fractional energy loss per cycle experienced by a propagating
seismic wave (Wu et al., 2018), and it is inversely proportional to seismic attenuation. To
calculate the anelastic attenuation constant, α, we use the relationship:
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α=

𝜋𝑓
𝑣𝑄

where f is the frequency that dominates the amplitude spectra of our data, v is the compressional
velocity of the ice and, Q is the quality factor. We use the amplitude spectra of our dataset
(Figure 10) to estimate the dominant frequency as 120 Hz. The velocity of the ice is the weighted
velocity calculated in Section 4.3.2.2. Finally, we use a Q constant of 60 retrieved from a glacier
with similar characteristics than Lemon Creek Glacier called the Athabasca Glacier, located in
Canada (Clee et al., 1969).
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5. RESULTS
5.1.Common Depth Point (CDP) Stacked Profiles
5.1.1. CDP Profile from June 2017
In our seismic profile of the June 2017 data, we imaged several subglacial reflectors,
including one that we interpret as the bed reflector, the ice-bed interface beneath Lemon Creek
glacier (Figure 16). The elevation of the top of the glacier generally decreases towards the NW,
with ice flowing in the same direction. The main reflector consists of a high amplitude strong
shallow reflection (cyan line), which we believe is the ice-bed interface. The depth of this
reflection varies as it goes from the NW end to the SE end of the survey line. At a zero offset
from the NW end of the line (down glacier), the main reflection appears at ~225 m depth. The
depth of this reflection remains almost constant, with a slightly dipping bed, until it reaches an
offset of 170-m from NW. In the next section, from 170-m to 310-m from NW, the reflection
shallowly increases its depth by a total of ~60 m. The reflection then decreases back to a depth of
~250 m at 440-m from NW. From 440-m to 730-m from NW, a steeply SE tilting reflection is
observed where the depth constantly increased by a total of ~140 m, reaching a maximum depth
of ~370 m. The last section of the reflection, from 730-m to 1010-m from NW, shows a shallow
decrease in depth, where the bed rose ~40 m, ending at a depth of 330 m on the SE end of the
line (uphill). Variations in depth across the entire profile indicates that we have a relatively
smooth but complex bed topography. The cross section shows two overdeepenings under the
Lemon Creek glacier, features that tend to be common at glacial environments due to glacial
erosion (Patton et al., 2016; Pomper et al., 2017). The first feature is a shallow 270-m long
overdeepening basin located in the down glacier portion of the profile, at an offset of 170-440 m
from NW. A second 570-m long overdeepening, fairly steep, is found at an offset of 440-1010 m
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from NW. In the same cross section, we observe another reflector which is shorter (0- 230 m
from NW), and is located at a shallow depth of ~200 m (yellow line). This reflection, in
unmigrated CDP stacks, seems to be part of the same bowtie structure as the main cyan reflector,
suggesting a trough in that area. If this is true, this reflector should be a continuation of the cyan
reflector, shifting the position of the ice-bed interface at the NW end of the line, to a depth of
~200 m. However, this reflector can also be interpreted as a reflection from a thin layer of
sediments that might lie on the bed. In addition, we observe two interesting reflectors (pink lines)
underneath of what we think is the base of the glacier. The first reflector is illustrated at a depth
of ~380 m at a zero offset from NW and disappears at an offset of ~710 m. Depth of this first
reflector shows a little increase as it moves towards the SE end of the seismic line. In contrast,
the second reflector is found at a depth of ~400 m and can be seen across the entire profile
length. Its depth increases in the direction of ice flow. We interpret these later arrivals to be
sidewalls reflectors.
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Figure 16: Lemon Creek Glacier June 2017 Seismic Profile. a) Lemon Creek Glacier
(LCG) ice surface elevation profile (blue). (b) LCG June seismic reflection image. c) Same
image as in (b) with interpreted reflectors, including bed reflection (cyan), interpreted top
of thin sediment layer (yellow), interpreted sidewall reflections or subglacial geology
features (magenta).
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5.1.2. CDP Profile from July 2017
A second seismic profile was constructed using the July 2017 dataset (Figure 17), collected
with a sparser source and receiver spacing over the same line as the June 2017 survey. The goal
of a second CDP was to determine whether any changes in the glacier could be observed
between June and July (Hilbich, 2010), to compare the resolution between a dense and a sparse
seismic line, and to evaluate the effectiveness of a Betsy gun as the seismic source. The energy
of a Betsy gun generally is not strong enough to be recorded by far offsets from the source
location during a seismic survey, being necessary to increase the number of receivers and reduce
the spacing between them. This increases the folding, points sampled at the interface, and
records higher number of amplitude sample at each receiver location. Wave amplitude tends to
be high at near offsets from the source location, losing energy as they travel further distances.
These high amplitudes recorded result in a stronger reflector after imaging. In our data (Figure
9a), energy released by the Betsy gun shows to be high at near offsets (first ~ 300 m) yielding to
high amplitudes being recorded. However, they significantly start losing energy at ~700 m offset
from the source. These observations conclude that the June survey will have a better resolution
than the July survey due to a denser seismic line. As we can observe, the July CDP profile yields
to poor resolution due to the receivers having a 100-m spacing, in contrast with the June survey
with a 20-m spacing. As a result, we can only interpret short sections of the strong reflectors
across the entire profile from July. Comparison between the number of instruments used in the
surveys suggests that the Betsy gun is a very good and reliable seismic source to
illustrate basal topography only if we use a dense enough arrangement of receivers and shots.
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Figure 17: Lemon Creek Glacier July 2017 Seismic Profile. (a) Lemon Creek Glacier
(LCG) ice surface elevation profile (blue). (b) LCG July seismic reflection image. c) Same
image as in (b) with interpreted reflectors, including bed reflection (cyan) and interpreted
sidewall reflections or subglacial geology features (magenta). Poor resolution for the July
survey is caused by a sparser survey line geometry.
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5.2. Reflection Coefficient and Acoustic Impedance
5.2.1. Case 1: Highest Quality Bed Reflection and First Multiple Picks
During the results process, we first calculated the reflectivity curves, shown in Figure 18,
of different ice-bed interface material properties by using the Zoeppritz equations. For these
curves, we used the density, compressional-wave velocity and shear-wave velocity of each
material stated by Peters et al. (2008) and Zechmann et al. (2018). We calculated the reflectivity
curves for five scenarios: 1) dilatant till, 2) dewatered till, 3) bedrock, 4) consolidated sediments
and, 5) water. Their properties are specified in Table 2. We also plotted the accepted values for
accepted acoustic impedance of a temperate basal ice (Z5=J = 3.32 ± 0.03 × 106 kg m−2 s−1). In
addition, we plotted the acoustic impedance of the water (ZZ[\J] = 1.50 × 106 kg m−2 s−1) and
dilatant tills (Z^5_ = 3.05 ± 0.75 × 106 kg m−2 s−1). Here we describe the results of the first case
where the first multiple was picked confidently by scaling our amplitudes in the data. For both
cases, we interpret a dilatant till as a reflection coefficient less than 0 (R(θ) < 0) and an acoustic
impedance between the acoustic impedance of water and the acoustic impedance of ice. For
dewatered tills, we set a reflection coefficient greater than 0 (R(θ)> 0) and the acoustic
impedance between the acoustic impedance of ice and 3.8 × 106 kg m−2 s−1. Data points
plotting over an acoustic impedance of 3.8× 106 kg m−2 s−1 and has a reflection coefficient
greater than 0 (R(θ) < 0) is interpreted as a bedrock. For water, reflection coefficient must be
less than 0 (R(θ) < 0) with an acoustic impedance at or less than the acoustic impedance of
water.
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Table 2: Properties of different materials used to calculate Amplitude Variation with Angle
(AVA) curves, including densities, compressional-wave velocities, and shear wave
velocities for five different ice-bed interface scenarios. Values are from Peters et al. (2008)
and Zechmann et al. (2018).
Material

Density
kg m;/

Shear-wave velocity
m s;)

1800

Compressional-wave
velocity
m s ;)
1700

Dilatant till
Dewatered till

2100

1800

600

Bedrock

2700

5200

2800

Consolidated

2300

2200

1100

Water

1000

1498

0

200

For the first case, the data points indicate that water and dilatant tills are predominant at
the ice-bed interface (Figure 18 and Figure 19). At angles of incidence of around 20 degrees, we
have two data points interpreted as dilatant tills which their water content is higher than other
data points discussed further. Their reflection coefficient lies between -0.15 and -0.3 while their
acoustic impedance is between 1.7× 106 kg m−2 s−1 and 2.35× 106 kg m−2 s−1. At a greater
angle of incidence of around 27 degrees, our data point indicates a R(θ)> 0 and an acoustic
impedance greater than 3.8× 106 kg m−2 s−1 yielding to bedrock. The next range of incidence
angles between 30 and 40 degrees is where we have most of our data points and material
properties vary. However, most of them are interpreted as water or dilatant tills. We first have a
cluster of data points that plot below the acoustic impedance of water. We then have another data
point at around a R(θ)= -.012 with an acoustic impedance of 2.6× 106 kg m−2 s−1. This data
point is interpreted as dilatant till with a lower porosity than the ones at angles of around 20
degrees. We have another small cluster of three data point with a reflection coefficient greater
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than 0, ranging between .015 and .25. The data point closer to .015 has an acoustic impedance
slightly above the acoustic impedance of ice (ZD =3.5× 106 kg m−2 s−1) interpreted as a
dewatered till due to its proximity to the upper limit of tills to become bedrock. The other two
data point of this small cluster lie on a reflection coefficient between 0.1 and .025 with an
acoustic impedance greater than 3.8× 106 kg m−2 s−1 interpreting them as a bedrock. The data
points interpreted as dilatant tills are classified as soft beds, while dewatered and bedrock are
considered to be hard beds. Most of our data points show that we have predominantly soft beds
and water at the ice-bed interface.
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Figure 18: Reflection coefficient (R(θ)) of highest quality picks. Reflective curves for
different material properties are plotted using values in Table 2.
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Figure 19: Acoustic impedance (ZD ) of highest quality picks. We plot the acoustic
impedance ranges for a dilatant till (yellow), the ice (pink) and, water. Most of our data
points lie within the range of water and dilatant tills, agreeing with our hypothesis of water
and soft beds at the ice-bed interface due to the temperate character of Lemon Creek
Glacier.

5.2.2. Case 2: Lower Quality Bed Reflection and First Multiple Picks
By using the same classification for material properties explained in Section 5.2.1, we
interpreted our results for this case where the amplitude picking of the first multiple was slightly
unconfident due to no clear multiple arrivals (Figure 20 and Figure 21). We were forced to
enhance our data to pick these arrivals. In this case, we also observe an existence of dilatant tills
however, dewatered tills are also predominant while bedrock occurs only at few angles of
incidence. We start with a cluster of data points that range between 15 and 25 degrees and lie
within a reflection coefficient of -.01 and -0.1. These data points have an acoustic impedance
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below the acoustic impedance of ice and above the acoustic impedance of water, showing the
presence of dilatant tills or in other words, soft bed. Next data points around the same incidence
angle range have a reflection coefficient R(θ) > 0, ranging between 0 and 0.1. Their acoustic
impedance is above the acoustic impedance of ice but below 3.8× 106 kg m−2 s−1, indicating
dewatered tills or, hard beds. An isolated data point at around 37 degrees also has a reflection
coefficient of .01 and an acoustic impedance just above the acoustic impedance of ice yielding to
a dewatered till. Due to similar reflection coefficients and acoustic impedances than the other
dewatered tills, we assume they have a similar porosity. Data points left they all yield to bedrock
due to R(θ)> 0 and an acoustic impedance greater than 3.8× 106 kg m−2 s−1.
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Figure 20: Reflection coefficient (R(θ)) of lower quality picks. We observe a 50-50
occurrence of dilatant and dewatered tills. Rest of our data points yield to bedrock.
Reflective curves for different material properties are plotted using values in Table 2.
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Figure 21: Acoustic impedance (𝑍& ) of lower quality picks. A cluster of dilatant tills can
be observed just below the acoustic impedance of ice (pink). Dewatered tills are also
present in almost the same amount as dilatant tills, while three more data points yield to
bedrock.

Both Case 1 (confident picks) and Case 2 (less confident picks) yielded results that agree
with our hypothesis of dilatant tills or water presence at the ice-bed interface due to the
melting of the glacier. However, conducting an Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA) analysis in a
glacier with a highly complex topography and significant surface wave noise is very
challenging, so there is a high uncertainty in our results. We tried frequency filtering to
improve the signal-to-noise ratio, however, both our primary reflection and the noise were a
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similar frequency, so this was not effective. In addition, few first multiples in the shot gathers
undermined the use of the multiple-path method to calculate the source amplitude.
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6. DISCUSSION
6.1. Lemon Creek Glacier Bed Topography
Before our survey in 2017, few geophysical and no seismic studies of Lemon Creek Glacier
(LCG) had been conducted for several decades. Few models of the ice-bed topography, mostly
based on gravity data, have been previously published. Our new seismic reflection images of the
bed of LCG show different results for ice thickness and bed topography compared to previous
work. Thiel et al. (1957) presented a glacier bed geometry model using gravity measurements
where traverse survey lines on LCG indicated a rapid increase of thickness (~150 m) from the
edges of the ice mass towards the centerline of the glacier. This suggests the glacier is sitting on
a basin with steep walls, giving it a characteristic U shape common in valley glaciers (Thiel et
al., 1957). In addition to this 1957 study, a traverse line on the south area of the LCG resulted in
a maximum thickness of ~200 m. Thickness of the glacier at the centerline decreases by ~50 m
as it moves towards the NW. Due to this interpretation, this model suggests an over deepening on
the upper portion of the glacier which intercepts a peak where the bed rises ~50 m and keeps a
constant thickness of 150 m from the peak to the lower portion of the glacier. In comparison, our
survey line runs parallel to the glacier length (NW-SE) but it is located close to the traverse line
in the 1957 study, resulting in a similar interpretation of the area. Nevertheless, the
overdeepening on the SE in our own model differs by ~160 m in thickness, and the peak by ~100
m. The second overdeepening in our model, near the NW end of the line, seems to not be present
in the 1957 model. In 1972, a new ice thickness profile was published. This new model shows an
approximate maximum thickness of 250 m on the up-glacier area, decreasing towards the flow
direction (Miller, 1972). Our seismic line displayed on the 1972 model would result in an over
deepening of ~250 m on the SE end of the seismic line, with thickness decreasing to ~175 m at
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further offsets from SE. Apart from a disagreement on the ice thickness between the 1972 model
and our data, it seems congruent with our observations of an overdeepening located at the SE end
of the line, and a shallower depth and smaller constant thickness moving down-glacier. A third
and last model published in 1975, using electrical resistivity data, depicts a maximum ice
thickness of ~200 m weighted towards the center of the glacier (Miller, 1975). Our seismic line
on the 1975 model would indicate a contrasting thickness along the ice profile where the depth of
the ice-bed interface would be shallower on the SE end of the line and steeper towards the NW,
strongly differing with our results. Although the model of 1957 and 1972 differ in the ice
thickness from our profile, the existence of an overdeepening feature is more consistent with our
seismic image than with the model from 1975. The second and shallower overdeepening in our
bed model near the NW end of the line is a new feature that past research did not observe.
6.2. Lemon Creek Glacier Subglacial Till Properties
Our Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA) analysis suggests that Lemon Creek Glacier sits mostly on
dilatant tills and water with a few areas of dewatered tills and bedrock. The reflection coefficient
and acoustic impedance values of data points in Figures 19-22 suggest that water is present in the
sediments and at the bottom of the glacier. These results are consistent with our hypothesis of
existence of meltwater at the ice-bed interface, and they are also consistent with the relatively
high temperature summer environment of the glacier and the observations of recent negative
mass balance. Water can percolate to the bottom of the glacier through englacial cavities and
crevasses developed in the brittle zone of the glacier (Church et al., 2019). Basal water suggests
an increased sediment pore-water pressure and deformation that probably could enhance basal
flow. The relationship between topography of the ice-bed interface and the character of the bed
appears to be coherent in some areas, however, due to our low density of data points, we
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recommend further studies to expand and improve confidence in the results. Our data suggests
that dilatant tills are present on the side walls of the subglacial basins discussed in Section 6.1
while water can be found on the base of the subglacial basins probably stored as water pockets or
a subglacial lake. Dewatered tills and bedrock seem to be more exposed at bumps formed at
shallower depths, on the high ends of the side walls of the overdeepenings. Research by
Zechmann et al. (2018) on nearby Taku glacier, a larger glacier underlain by similar geology,
suggests a similar result where the predominant type of sediment at the ice-bed interface is
dilatant tills. However, Taku glacier is a tide-water glacier that until recently was advancing
(Pelto, 2019a) suggesting a decreased amount of water at the ice-bed interface. Although dilatant
tills exist under both glaciers, this difference in water at the ice-bed interface can alter the
rheology of the sediments leading to different flow behavior. The Taku seismic imaging study
and our LCG study both faced challenges of surface wave noise and identification of the
reflection multiple, common challenges in glacier imaging (e.g., Zechmann et al., 2018; Dow et
al., 2013; Clyne et al., 2020). In the Taku study, Zechmann et al. (2018) approached this problem
by running an inversion for source amplitude while in our project we solely used amplitude picks
from reliable first multiples. Both methods are reliable and valid, but we thought using the
amplitude picks for some arrivals would offer a more realistic result compared to using synthetic
data for the LCG study. We were able to determine the source amplitude where the noise of the
ground roll does not highly impact or does not impact the amplitude picking of seismic phases.
Seismic reflection data has never been used before to characterize the properties of the sediments
at the Lemon Creek Glacier ice-bed interface. Thus, our results are presented as a new
contribution to an overall understanding of the glacial environment of this ice mass located in the
Juneau Icefield.
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Our discoveries of a complex bed topography and illumination of the properties of the
sediments at the ice-bed interface can help understand the environment of Lemon Creek Glacier
and its dynamics for future modelling. Glacier flow in valleys usually occurs due to driving
forces being exerted by gravity as it follows a down-glacier direction. Additional forces include
internal deformation and basal drag that are controlled by the rheology of the sediments, the
weight and thickness of the glacier, and meltwater existing at the interface. As discussed in
Section 2.1., dilatant tills and meltwater supply tend to decrease the friction force enhancing ice
flow. However, very few studies on the ice flow rate of Lemon Creek Glacier have been
conducted or published (Walter et al., 1999; Wilson, 1959), leading us to assume a future ice
flow scenario based of the deformation properties of the subglacial tills and the presence of
meltwater at the base of the glacier found. Lemon Creek glacier is a land-terminating glacier
where the relationship between its hydrology and dynamics modulates the variability of ice flow.
With increasing temperatures in Alaska, during the summer, glaciers can develop a large number
of crevasses, cavities and channels due to surface meltwater trying to reach the base of the
glacier. These conduits mainly form in the ablation zone of temperate glaciers and can help water
to enter the ice body and act as an efficient drainage system that allows a decrease of water
pressure at the ice-bed interface (Fountain and Walder, 1998; Church et al., 2019). Hence, icebed coupling and sediment deformation properties are reduced, leading to a slow-down of ice
flow rate (Davison et al., 2019). The ice flow has also been observed to slow down following
thinning of the ice mass (Dehecq et al., 2018; Heid and Kääb, 2012;). Although surface
meltwater can be increased, the efficiency of the drainage system does not allow a fast ice flow.
However, in areas of high elevation where the thickness of the ice tends to increase and
temperatures are colder, surface meltwater volume decreases and the efficiency of the drainage is
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suppressed, allowing ice flow rates to vary (Davison et al., 2019; Fitzpatrick et al., 2013). In the
case of Lemon Creek Glacier, we observe that in the lower elevation areas, such as the NW end,
the glacier is thinner, which diminishes the forces causing ice flow, such as the gravitational
force. As described in Section 1.2.3., Lemon Creek Glacier is losing ice mass at alarming rates.
This mass loss implies an increase of surface meltwater volume during the summer season that
can be redirected to the ice-bed interface leading to cavity expansion along the drainage system.
Although deforming beds exist at the ablation zone, the efficient drainage system may not allow
a complete accumulation of water in the pores of the sediments, suppressing pore-water pressure,
and slightly modifying the character of the bed to a “harder” bed. Thus, basal drag forces can
also be increased, not allowing an acceleration of ice flow. On the SE end of Lemon Creek
Glacier, the thickness of the ice body is larger, suggesting a higher gravitational force acting on
the area and perhaps, enhancing ice flow. Unlike some other glaciers in the Juneau Icefield, by
the end of the summer season in recent years, the accumulation zone of Lemon Creek Glacier
has completely disappeared and the whole glacier is an ablation zone. Consequently, we suggest
that the future dynamics of Lemon Creek Glacier includes a variable ice flow, a continued
retreat, and a drainage system that will become more efficient year after year as the glacier keeps
melting and filtration of water expands cavities and channels within the ice mass. The increased
efficiency of water drainage will be able to accelerate the melting of the ice by not allowing a
storage of water for future refreezing during winter season, if this was possible. However, we
also suggest that further studies on the subglacial hydrologic system of this glacier need to be
conducted to provide a more accurate representation of the future dynamics of Lemon Creek
Glacier and a better understanding of its environment.
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7. CONCLUSIONS
Mountain, also called valley, glaciers usually sit on highly complex topography due to glacial
erosion of past ice masses over millions of years. Variable glacier thickness, crevasse density,
and complex bed topography make these glaciers particularly challenging to image seismically
or geophysically. In this study, we present results on the structure and material properties of
Lemon Creek Glacier, focusing in particular on the bed properties. We show that Lemon Creek
Glacier is a northwest downward flowing ice body confined between steeped walls that sits over
two subglacial basins of contrasting depth and length with a complex topography, as expected.
Seismic-reflection data suggests that the Lemon Creek Glacier ice-bed interface is mostly
composed of dilatant tills and water with few variations of bedrock, and dewatered tills. This
observation is consistent with our hypothesis of water existing at the interface due to the rapid
melting of LCG. Amplitude vs Angle (AVA) analysis conducted in Lemon Creek Glacier
appears to be a reliable and powerful method to identify the properties of the sediments at the
ice-bed interface of the glacier. However, complications due to few clear first multiples in
several shot gathers affected the results quantitatively, yielding to a low density of data points to
be interpreted. Additional problems arise when the surface wave and background noise
compromise the primary reflection signal at near-source offsets and the first multiple signals at
far-source offsets, forcing us to pick amplitudes of both phases from a low number of traces. A
complex topography further complicates the amplitude analysis due to simplified assumptions in
the calculation of the incidence angle. Hence, we conclude that, although the characteristics of
Lemon Creek Glacier are suitable for an Amplitude Vs Angle (AVA) analysis and that our
results are accurate and interpretable, using the multiple-path method to calculate the source
amplitude is challenging. We suggest that future studies investigating similar glaciers try other
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approaches for AVA analyses, such as the direct-path method for source amplitude. Overall, the
finding of subglacial basins and dilatant tills and water at the ice-bed interface will help to
understand the environment of Lemon Creek Glacier and model its future dynamics as climate
change keeps reaching catastrophic levels that suggests a short life-span of this and other
temperate glaciers highly sensitive to increasing temperatures.
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9. GLOSSARY
Acoustic impedance: Resistance to a seismic wave travelling in a medium. Given by the seismic
velocity and density of the material (Z= density/velocity)
Active-source seismic: Studies the behavior of human and artificially-generated elastic waves in
the subsurface (e.g. explosions and vibrations).
Amplitude vs Angle/ Offset (AVA/AVO): Studies the variation in the amplitude of a seismic
wave reflection with the angle of incidence or source-geophone distance.
Attenuation: Dissipation of seismic wave energy as it propagates or hits an interface with
different physical properties. It is controlled by composition, temperature, and melt content.
Results in the amplitude decay of the seismic wave.
Basal Sliding: Flow of a glacier over the bed at the ice-bed interface. Rate of sliding depends on
meltwater volume at the interface, roughness of the bed, slope of the glacier, temperature of area,
and size of the glacier.
Internal deformation: Deformation of ice crystals caused by gravity and pressure of ice in the
accumulation zone acting on them, enhancing the crystals to slide over each other in parallel
planes.
Glacier Dynamics: Ice flow processes caused by physical mechanisms acting on the glacier
such as gravity, and the forces resisting this movement such as friction.
Mass Balance: The difference between the amount of material that a glacier accumulates and the
amount lost during ablation.
Reflection Coefficient: Describes how much of a wave is reflected when it encounters an
impedance discontinuity.
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Subglacial sediments: Also known as tills, these are sediments transported and deposited at the
base of glacial ice.
Temperate glacier: Glacier at its pressure-melting point throughout its mass, coexisting with
water.
Valley glacier: U shaped streams of flowing ice that are contained within steep walled valleys.
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10. APPENDICES
10.1.

APPENDIX A: Mass Balance in Lemon Creek Glacier

(Pelto et al., 2013)
Figure A1: Mass balance history of Lemon Creek Glacier. This plot illustrates the rate of
ice mass loss throughout the years, from 1998 to 2015. Mas balance measurements resulted
positive for the accumulation zone and negative for the ablation zone, in 1998. By 2015,
both zones show a very negative mass balance indicating a thinning and retreat of LCG.
This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
To view a copy of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/ or send a
letter to Creative Commons, PO Box 1866, Mountain View, CA 94042, USA. No changes
were made from the original figure by Pelto et al. (2013).
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